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It is highly regrettable that a so-called "expert" on this issue was so grossly inaccurate in his characterization
of this shotgun and it is a shame that you folks didn't fact-check one of your "talking heads'" statements before
airing them. All of them smile broadly as they vie for power. Why is this being done? All the stuff on CNBC
is instantly available on the 'net anyway â€” so who cares? Schneider's promises proved short-lived. I'm sure
they're making good money for the corporate managers, but NBR always seemed to be an intellectual
alternative that was comfortable versus the shouting innuendo of the corporate profit agenda of NBC
"financial experts. Just like their cable show. I have searched and found this is a program under the auspices of
PBS. Nightly Business Report has always been about investments. That program is the weekday, minute,
Nightly Business Report. Silvers said he went back twice to Safir, who stood by his on-air comment both
times. You had something unique with NBR and you've spoiled it. Viewers, So Far, Say They Are Not Pleased
The subject of this mailbag is a pioneering, award-winning program with a devoted audience that has been on
hundreds of public broadcasting stations for more than 30 years. Their reporting has no integrity. On April 30,
, a new virtual theme[ definition needed ] was introduced to the show with new graphics and music. The
talking heads at CNBC are only interested in their careers. In the fall of , she was approached by senior
management and asked to create a daily business news program. Susie, try and hold on to your integrity in this
environment; I realize it's a tough world out there; and everyone has to pay the bills. Paul Kangas 's last
broadcast for Nightly Business Report was on December 31, , ending a year run. Maybe it will morph to a
show like Mad Money The longest-running theme, also composed by Kalehoff, was used from January 4, to
November 15,  It has twice been through sales to new owners, restructuring, staff shake-ups and bureau
closings. As a result, anchor Tom Hudson and many other correspondents were laid off, and the show's Miami
studios were shut down as well. Over the 30 years that I have been watching the Nightly Business Report,
facts and figures have been diminished and commentary has been increased. Since , the program has struggled.
The new NBR format is simply disgusting. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
sources. They all get the big package of well-known, PBS-distributed national programs. That's not unusual.
PBS is making a tremendous mistake. I do not have a Facebook account. Those changes also did not last long.
The first regular commentator on the program was Alan Greenspan , then a private economist, who remained
as an NBR commentator until his appointment as Chairman of the Federal Reserve in  He made the claim that
the "Streetsweeper" gauge shotgun had a round magazine, when, in fact, the number of rounds the gun can be
loaded with is  I don't think the general public will get straight-forward, sound reporting from the new NBR.
O'Bryon and Merwin Sigale were the first co-anchors. He cheapens his input to the program and in fact casts
doubt on the rest of his "expert" observations. That type of error is what leads some people to question the
impartiality of your organization when you present these types of shows dealing with these types of issues.


